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CHRISTMAS MAGIC IS IN THE AIR
 

Christmas is a celebration of joy, of giving and sharing, of laughter
and, most importantly, of coming together with family and friends.

JIS Celebrated Christmas  with the positive energy of happiness and
festivity. Students of 

Nursery , K.G , I and II filled the air with love and togetherness with
their lovely presentation in the form of dance,  Carols and crafts . Tiny

Tots of class Nursery and K.G  were very happy to see their
Christmas tree take away.

It was an endeavour to spread Christmas cheer and inculcate the
values of love and togetherness.
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Some memorable memories 



Air is invisible 
Air is an invisible gas that surrounds every single object in the universe. It is

an indispensable need for the survival of all living organisms. It is an
indispensable part of the atmosphere in which we breathe.Class II Children
performed some experiments with their teacher, showing air properties and

flaunting their knowledge gained after the experiment.



Math - O - Fun
Its a pleasure to see our Shapers and Pattern

makers of Class I and II using their creativity to
show the scenes, animals ,other things made out
of using different shapes  and forming different
patterns in Math -O -Fun Activity conducted in
the classes.This activity has helped the students
to learn about the different patterns and shapes

used in making  many objects.

Math O fun 



Jungle party

"Tell me and I forget, teach me
and I may remember, involve me

and I learn"
The Theme of the month

'Animals World' was beautifully
explained with Jungle Party .

Tiny tots of class Nursery
participated enthusiastically in

the jungle party. The
presentation by kids with their
beautiful props and mask was

really remarkable.
Children were exposed to

various facts about animals,
rhymes, animal walks, and

dance. It was a lovely experience
for the little kids that left an

informative trail about animals
in their minds.



Story Narrations 



Veer Bal Diwas was observed on December 26 to pay
homage to the courage and martyrdom of the four sons

of Guru Gobind Singh Ji, the last Sikh Guru. To
motivate the children, 'CHAAR SAHABZAADE'  was

shown to students,to acquire the qualities of sacrifice,
courage, steadfastness, confidence, mindfulness, and

others as exhibited by the Sahibzadas.

Veer Nal Diwas



To create awareness about the
sacrifice of Sahibzada Zorawar Singh

Ji and Sahibzada Fateh Singh Ji
younger sons of Sri Guru Gobind
Singh Ji the 10th guru of Sikhs,

students of classes IV and V created a
map of major events of their lives.
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Editors 

Find us on facebook:
https://www.facebook.com

/Jagannath-International- School-
745273285538858

We're on the Web!
http://www.jagannathinternationalschool.com/

Youtube:
https://youtube.com/@jagannathinternationalscho8
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